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Sidelobe Reduction for Limited 
Diffraction Pulse-Echo Systems 
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Abstmct4onventional focused transducers have a sharp faeal are a generalization of the limited dmaction beams known 
spot with low sidelohes hut, t h q  have a short depth of field. in addition to an ~ i t y  of new beams such as 
Commercial medical scanners obtain increased depth of field waves, The waves are nonspreading-nondispeTSive and by combining several images in a montage, each obtained at 
a different focal depth. Therefore, to get low sidelobes over and have an X-liie in a plane 
a large depth of field several t r ami t s  must he used, which the propagation axes. We have also generalized the limited 
decreases the frame rate. Limited diffraction beams such as difEraction solutions to an n-dimensional scalar wave equgtion 
Bessel beams and I waves obtain good resolution over very large ~241, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j ~ ,  a mechanical scanned annular that can 
depth of field but, they have high sidelohes. We have developed a produce either diffraction beams or fo- sumn~ationsuhtraction method for decreasing the sidelobes. The 
method requires three lraosmils, decreasing the frame rate to one cused beams was and was to real-time vine 
third. Although others have tried the same technique, we apply it and in viva medical imaging [25]. The possibility of steering 
to limited diffraction beams and obtain an analytic description. Limited diffraction beams wlth a two-dimensional may  was 

also studied [2q. 
I. EVTRODUCTION Although limited diffraction beams could have many practi- 

IMITD diEEractlon beams have srudied recently, cal applications, sidelobes of these beams are higher than those 

L T h e s e  beams have a large depth of field even if they of conventional focused beams at their focuses. Sidelobes will 

are produced with a finite aperture and energy. The first lower comast when limited diffraction beams are applied 

localized solution to the isotropic/homogeneous scalar wave to memcal ~maging affecting the detection of low scatter 

equation was discovered in electromagnehcs by Briltingham objects such as small cysts. In addition, sidelohes increase 

in 1983 [I] and was termed focus wave modes. Two years the effective sampling volume and thus average out spatially 

1985, a new locslized solution to the scalar wave distinguished information in tissue characterization. Sidelobes 

equation was developed by Ziolkowski [21. The new localized are also a source of multiple scattering that pmduces mifacts 

solution was used to construct other localized solutions such m nondestructive evaluation of materials [13]. 

as the modified power spectrum pulses ~31. independent of ID this paper. we report a method for redncing the sidelobes 

Brittingham and ~iolkowski~s in *9s7, Dumin [41 of pulse-echo responses of limited diEEraction beams. This 

discovered the first limited diffraction ,nolution to the scalar is similar to those used for the transducer of 

wave and called it ~nondiffractingw or ..diffraction- Burckhardt et al. 1271 and the hybrid Axicon ofpatterson et al. 
free- beams (we use the t- " l i i ted diffraction beams- 1281. A theoreucal analysis for using a summation-subtraction 

to avoid the controversy of ~ ~ ~ i ~ . ~  te,,,inologies). method to reduce the sidelohes of limited diffraction pulse- 

~ ~ ~ i ~ , ~  beams are a,so called ~~~~~l beams because their echo systems was developed. Simulations with a finite a p e m e  
lateral profiles are Bessel functions. The Bessel beams were fadlafor were pedomed to validate the theory (with a formula 
verified with optical experiments 151-[7]. Hsu eta). produced developed for calculamg pulse-echo responses of any-order 

a zeroth-order ~~~~~l beam with a namow-bmd ultrasonic limited diffraction beams under the Fresnel approximation 

nansducer [8]. Campbell et al. [9] have studied the ~ 1 0 t h -  [291). Though the above method can reduce the sidelohes 
order Bessel beam theoretically and made the same suggestion dramatically, it l0wers the imaging frame rate to one third 

as we did to produce the Bessel beam wlth an acoustic annular three A-lines obtained at each transducer Position are 
array L101 We have produced a broadband zeroth-order Bessel =wired. The penalty paid on imaging frame rate is similar to 

beam with an ultrasomc annular array transducer and applied that of conventional focused beams, where a montage process 

it to medlcal imaging, biologrcal tissue charactermation, and is to lnclease the of field while keeping lower 

nondestructive evaluation of materials 1101-1191. In additloo, ~idelobes. The montage Process requires sub-images obtained 

we have repond new families of limited diffracfion solu- around separate transmit focuses of the convenuonal beams, 

tions of the scalar wave equations [20]-[23]. These solutions which requires multiple beam transmissions and thus lowen 
the imaging frame rate. 
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blurred in deeper depths since the f-number of the transducer 
increases with the depth. The depth dependence of image 
resolution is undesirable if image restoration techniques such 

deconvolution are to be u$ed for further improvement of 
image quality. Second, the focal lengfhs of conventional beams 
change w~th speeds of sound. Thus, either the transducer or its 
associated elec1Ionics need to be changed to maintain given 
focal lengths for nondestruchve evaluation of materials of 
different speeds of sound. In addition, the montage process 
is usually more complex than doing A-line summation and 
subtraction in a machine. 

In the next section. we will give a theoretical background 
for certain families of limited diffraction beams. The equahons 
given in that section will be used for developing the pidelobe 
reduction method that follows. In Section In, a theoretical 
analysis of the sidelnbe reduction method for pulse-echo sys- 
tems using limited diffraction beams is reported. Simulations 
of pulse-echo images obtained from a finite aperture radiator 
are given m Section IV. A drscussion and conclusion are 
presented in Sections V and V1, respectively. A formula for 
simulating pulse-echo responses of hmted diffraction beams 
of any order, under the Fresnel approximation is given in 
Appendix B. 

and where 

(4) 

and where D, are any complex coeflicients, and , f ( s )  is any 
well-behaved complex function of s. We assume that n # 0. 
otherwise, f ( s )  is only a function of time and represents a 
vibration. 

B. Liniitcd Difiaction Solutions ., 
If rl in (3) is real, f (R) represents a limited diffraction wave 

propagating along axis, c,. at the phme velocity of el, in an n- 
dimensional space 1241. By Limited diffraction we mean that 
travelling with the wave, one sees a complex wave pattern 
that does not change with time. This means that if an -ell = 
constant, f ( s )  is not a function of time. t. In the following we 
chose the "+" sign in (4) that represents a fonvard going wave. 
Result$ will be similar if a backward going wave is studied. 

Numerous solutions can be constructed from the family of 
solurion~, J ( s ) ,  by a linear superposition [20]. New solutions 
that represent non-rotatmg Bessel beams and X waves are 
two examples. 

U. THEORY OF LI~WED DIFFRACTION BEAMS 
C. Non-R0tatin.e Bessel Beams 

In the following, we will derive new equations of Bessel 
beams [4] and X waves 1201, 1211 generalized for any order, 

Letting n = 3, XI = r, xz = y, as = a, Dl = 
incos tJ, Dz = insiu 0.  D3 = i(?. f(s) = esr where n m. These equations represent non-rotating beams in o trans . 

verse plane and are different from what we denved before 1201, 1s a constant, 10 = w/cl = J-5 > 0 is real, w 

[2J]. They are the bases for the sidelobe reduction method is angular frequency, B is a free parameter, and integrating 

developed in the next section. (l/271)1-~ ros na(B - 4b) f (s) over B from -n to ?r, one 
obtains an mth-order non-rotating Bessel beam 

A. Orre Family of Solr<tions to the N-din7errsional 
Scalar Wa~e Eqriatro~i 

Many physical phenomena in acoustics, electromagoeticr, 
and optics are governed by wave equations. An n- 
drmensional scalar wave equatlon for source-free, loss-less, 
and isotropicfhomogeneous medra is given by 1301 

where z,, (j  = 1.2,. . . ,a), represent rectangular coordinates 
in an TL-dimens~onal space, t is time, n is an integer, c 
is a constant and represents the speed of wave, and Q = 
CJ(:E~, x2,. . . ,xn; t) IS an n-dimensional complex wave field 
In the physical world, only the real or imaginary purt of a 
complex wave is produced. 

Equation (1) hap numerous solutions. One famrly of solu- 
lions is given by 1241 

where 

@.I, (s) = Jm (or)  cos m(+ - $o)e"(8z-dt~ , n ~ = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  
(5 )  

where rn 1s an integer, J, is an rnth-order Bessel func- 
tion of the first kind, r = is a radial distance, 
d, = tao-l(y/~) is an azimuthal angle, and 40 is an initial 
azimuthal angle (polarization) of the beams at the plane, a = 0. 
The non-rotating Bessel beams given by (5 )  are also exact 
solutions to the wave equatron (I)  (see Append~x A). They 
are different from the former Bessel beams by replacing P"~ 
with r a s  m(d, - +o). 

D. Non-Rotating X Waves 

Non-rotating X waves can also be obtained by choosing 
dierent coefficients in (3) and integrahng over dierent 
paramkers. Letting n = 3, XI = x. :cz = y, r3 = z, Dl = 
zksin ccos R.D* =i.:ksin Csin H ,  D3 = ?kcm C, f ( s )  = ey, 
where L = w/c is the wavenumber. C is a free parameter, and 
integrahng (1/2?r)7-'" cos m(R - bo)B(k)c-ao"(s) over H 
from -T to n and over k from 0 to m [20], one obtains an 
mth+rder non-rotating X wave 
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SUBTRACTION OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS TRANSVERSE BESSEL PULSE-ECHO RESPONSES 

I 

Fig. I Squares of [he zeroth-order (dotted line) and second-order (dashed 
h e )  Besscl functions of the first !ad and the absolute value of thehea 
suhmclbon (full line). 

where B(k)  is the transmining or receiving transfer function 
of a transducer, an 1s the constant that determines the fall 
off speed of the high frequency component of the X waves, 
and cl = clcos C is the phase velocity. Equation (6) 1s also 
an exact solution to the wave equabon (1). Compare (5) to 
(6). it is seen that X waves have a constant phase velocity 
for all frequency components. This means that X waves are 
nondisperslve in an ~sotrop~c/homogeneous medium as will be 
seen from Elg. 6 in Section IV. 

We wll use (5) and (6) to show that the sidelobes of 
limited diffraction beams can be reduced us~ng a summa- 
tion-subtraction method. The sidelobe reduction method works 
in principle on systems that transmit l h t e d  diffraction beams 
and recelveechoes with the same limited diffraction responses, 
i.e., on limited diffraction pulse-echo systems. 

m. METHOD FOR SIDELOBE REDUCTION 

We will 6rst derive the signals returned from a point 
scatterer and received with a limited diffraction pulse-echo 
system. We then show the sidelobe reduction of these systems 
with a summation-subtraction method. 

A broadband Bessel beam is given by [9], [ l l ]  

Fig. 2. Pain1 spread functions of a Bessel beam pulse-echo sys lm in a 
transverse plane. (a) zeroth-order Bcssel pulse-who gystem. (h) second-order 
Besscl pulse-echo system with do = 0. (c) secondunlcr Bersel pulse-echo 
system with q o  = 1114. (dl sutnmarion of the nva point spread lunc4ions of the 
second-order Bessel pulue-echo systems. and le) absolute value of suhvaction 
hehveen Panels (d) and (a). Note that Panel (d) does not have r mainlok 

where T ( w )  is the transmil transfer funct~on of a transducer 
(Fourier transform of an impulse response) and where F-' 
represents an inverse Fourie~ transform that is defined as 

and where f ( t )  and F ( w )  are a Fourier transform pair. 
Equatton (7) is still an exact solution of ( I )  since it 1s simply 
a linear superposition of (5) over the free parameter, w.  
Assuming that the receive transfer funchon of the transducer is 
the same as that of the transmil, from the reciprocal pr~nciple, 
one obtains signals returned from a point scanerer located at 
; = (T. f,b, 2 )  

If point scarterers are distributed in the half space, a > 0, 
= 2aJm(av) eos m($ - $ o ) 3 - ' { ~ ( w ) e ' ~ ~ } .  and multiple scattering among the scanerers is negligible. the 
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electrical signals from the transducer are given by GEOMETRY OF BEAD PKANTOM 

where A(T, 4, z )  represents the refleation coeficient of the 
Scatterm. 

From the properties of the Bessel functions 1311, ir is noted 
that for r = 0, J ~ ( c Y T )  and J , 2 ( a ~ )  are one and zero, respec- 
tively, and both J:(ar) and .&~(OT) -+ (2/aa7,)ros2 ( n ~  - 

(?r/4)) as a?- > 1. J ; ( ~ T )  and 4 ( a r )  are also very close 
to each other for other values of n r  except for the first 
few sidelobes. Therefore, subtracting g ( n ~ )  from .J;(<YT) 
could result in a significant s~delobe reduction (see Fig. I). 
To perform the subtraction, the 4 dependent term associated 
with the higher order Bessel beams (m 2 1) in (10) must be 
removed. This can be done by adding two RF A-lines obtained 
with the transducer rotated one quarter penod (x/(27n.) for 
m = 2) relatlve to each other (note that cosZ ~ & + C O S ~  m(@- 
lr/(2m.)) = 1). Therefore, sidelobes could be reduced by first 
wmming two second-order RF A-Lines and then subtracmg 
the result from a zeroth-order A-line 

eJ, ( t )  - [ C J , ( ~ ) / ~ O = C J  + e~,(t)1+~=~/43 

= 4?r2 Irn rdr dd, im dzA(r. d, z )  

Fig. 3. An objem eansisdng of 5 poinl scaltcrers in the plane, @ = 0 (or 
yo = Dl, for simulation of pulsescha images (modified wilh permission 
fmm I11]1. 

N. COWIJTEX SIM~LATIONS AND RESULTS 

The above theory for the sidelobe reduotion of the lim~ted 
diffraction pulse-echo systems can be tested with computer 
simulations. In Appenh  B we derive the following formula 
for calculating the pulse-echo responses of Bessel beams or 
X waves of any order from a point scatterer located at 

= (ao,O,z) (point spread function) under the Fresnel 
approximation 1291; 

where 

For larger T ,  l J ; ( a ~ )  - J;(LYT) = O in (11). and thus (14) 
the scatterers in those areas have little contribution to the 
combined echo signals. This greatly reduces the sidelobes. A and where 
pulse-echo image of reduced sidelobes can be formed from 
the above A-lines by scanning the transducer. In Fig. 2, a $ l ( r ~ .  W )  = Z?TT(W)J,(~TI)  (15) 
sidelobe reduction process is demonstrated wth the point 
suread functions of a Bessel pulse-echo svstem. for Bessel beams and 

For X waves, a similar summation-subuaction formula can 2x 
be obtained from (6) 

& I ( ~ I . ~ J )  = -B(k)  c J,,(krl sin ~ ) ~ ( k ) e - ~ '  (16) 

for A' waves. 
ex, ( t)  - [ e ~ ~ ( t ) @ ~ = o  + e ~ ~ ( t ) l + ~ = l i / 4 1  The following results demonstrate the reduchon of sidelobes 

4?rz /- T& 1. d . ~ ( ~ ,  4, 
of limited diffraction pulse-echo systems by subtracting the -- - 

d -- pulse-echo A-lines calculated from (13). 
An object consisting of five point scatterers [I 11 located in {pi ij- ~:(;..iu c)] the plane ?lo = D (see Fig. 11 in Appendix B) is shown in 

e-~2(w/c)ooe i2(w/c) los  c Fig. 3. The transducer is assumed to scan in the transverse 
) 'I2) direction along the axis, 1.0, and is aligned for &, = 0 (or 

rosZ nu&, = 1 in (13)). 
where Envelopes of simulated pulse-echo images with the zeroth- 

order and second-order Bessel beams in both transmit and 

= { 1, w T 0  receive. and their difference images (obtained by subtracting 
0, w < O  RF signals and then taking the envelopes) are shown in Fig. 

4. The transducer is assumed to have a diameter of 50 mm 
1s the Heavis~de step function [32]. The mechanism of the with a central frequency of 2.5 MHz. Toe scahg  parameter 
sidelobe reduction with (12) is the same as that wth  (1 I) and of the Bessel beams is ru = 1202.45m-l, and the depth of 
is also illustrated by Figs. 1 and 2. field is about 216 mm. The Fourier transform of the impulse 
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Fig. 4. Envelopes of the sirnulard pulse-echo images 01' the uhjec~ in Fig. 3 with lhc Hcsrl he;lms in bnlh transmit and rcccivc a1 rmur axial distances: 50 
mm (first column), l(K1 mm (second column). 150 mm Ilhird coluinn). and 216 mm llrrurth colurnnl. Thc images in the firs1 and second rows are oblained 
wilb the rcmlh- and second.order Bessel heam%, recpeclivcly. ll~c imdger in Lhv l h i d  mw are rerullr afler the suhlrucdun of the RF images corresponding to 
rhc second mw imm the RF images uormspondlng lo the firs1 row. Thc Grey scale ol' tlrc images rcpmscnls drc envelope of lhr pulscs in u linear scale, 

response of the transducer is assumed to be a Blackman V. DISCUSSION 
window function 1331 peaked at 2.5 MHz (see T ( w )  in (15)) 
and a &-pulse is used to excite the transducer. The aperture 
of the transducer is weighted with the exact Bessel functions 
(IS), as well as the angulardependent term c.os ~ r z ( d , ~  - &) 
in (5). where 41 is the angular position of a point on the 
transducer surface. Fig. 5 shows the lateral line plots of the 
rightmost point scatterer (Fig. 3) of the iniages in Fig. 4. To 
show the sidelobes, the vertical scale of the plots represents 
the maximum of the envelope of each A-line produced by 
the rightmost scalterer (since lhere are other poinl scatters 
on the left, only the right ponion of the A-lines that begins 
from a vertical bar that passes through the peak of the imaze 
of the ri&tmost scatter is taken into account, see Fig. 4). 
Both RF and envelope subtractions are presented in Fig. 5. 
The envelope subtraction means subtraction between envelope 
detected images. It results in lower sidelobes but it may have 
limitations that will be discussed in the next section. 

Images in Fig. 6 are obtained with the S waves. The 
transducer and scanning format for obtaining Fig. 6 are the 
same as those for Fig. 4. Exact X wave aperture weighting 
(16), as well as the angulardependent term ros ' ! ir(r /~l  - 6") 
in (6) are used. The parameters in (16) are assumed to be as 
follows: B(w/c)  = T(w)  is a Blackman window function, 
au = 0.05 mm, C = 6.6": and the depth of field of the .Y 
waver [20] is about 216 mm. The lateral line plots of the 
envdope through the rightmost point scatterer of Fig. 3 are 
shown in Fig. 7 for X waves. 

4. i?~so/~tiorl and Dcprh offield 

The resoltttton of the pulse-echo images obtained with the 
zeroth-order liinited diffraction beams is about the same as that 
of the images obmined after the subtraction of the second- 
order beams. The depth of 6eld of the beams before and 
after the bidelobe reduction is albo the same (see Figs. 4 and 
6). This can be expected since both the zeroth- and second- 
order limited diffraction beams have about the same depth 
of Iield for a given transducer size. The second-order limited 
diffraction beams do not have a mainlobe and their sidelobes 
are close ~n amplitude to those of the zeroth-order beams. 
Therefore, the mainlobe of the zeroth-order beams remains 
about the same before and nfter the sidelobe reduction, see 
-. , 

The sidclobes of the limited diffraction pulse-echo systems 
are reduced dramatically after the summation-subtraction of 
A-lines (see Figs. 5 and 7). Higher order limited diffraction 
beams having sidelobes closest to tho% of the zeroth-order 
beams must be chosen For the best results. In this paper we 
chose the second-order beams. Subtraction, in principle, should 
be done with R F  signals. However, subtraction with envelope 
signals 112s shown a further reduction of the sidelobes (see 
Fip .  5 and 7). The reasons may be that the envelope signals 
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SlDELOBE REDUCTION FOR BESSEL T/R 

Fig. 5. Lateel liae plots of the BesseL beam pulse-echo images of the 
nghmost point scauerer in Fi. 3. The vedcal axes of the plots ~eprwem? 
the maximum of the emelope of each A-line of lhe d ~ h m s t  point sccattem. 
The dotted lines represent the plon before sidelobe reduction. Tbe full and 
dashed lines comespond lb the images after RF and envelope subbactions, 
respectively. The plots are obtained at four axial divtaoces corresponding to 
the images in Fig. 4: (a) 50 nun. (b) IW mm. (c) I50 mm, and (d) 216 mm. 
The lateral axes are normalized to the central wavelength of the beam (0.6 
mm). 

do not vary as fast with hme as the RF signals (see Fig. 8). 
and in the simulation, there are only a few scatterers that are 
distributed in one plane (see Fig. 3). Since envelope detection 
involves nonlinear processes and removes phase information, 
subimction with envelopes could not effectively reduce the 
sidelobe if there are many scatterers distributed randomly 
in a three-dimensional space. In addition, the summation of 
signals from the two rotated higher-order Limited diffraction 
beams should also be done with RF signals to remove the 
angular-dependent terms (see (10)). 

Comparing F~gs. 5 and 7 to Fig. 1 (see the RF subtractions), 
it is seen that the simulations are predicted by the theory ((1 1) 
and (12)). 

C .  Object Motion 

Apparently, the sidelobe reduction method will be sensitive 
to the motion of the objects imaged since it involves RF 
summation and subtraction. However, if the time between 
adjacent A-lines to be summed and then subtracted is short 
enough, motion artifacts might be negligible. For still objects. 

the summation and subtraction can be done euher A-line by 
A-line or after a whole pulse-echo image is obtained. 

D. Szepwise Aperrure Weighting 

In practice, an exact aperture weighting given by, &(%, w ) ,  
in (Bl) is usually bard to apply as seen &om (15) and (16). 
as well as the angular-dependent term cos m(& - 40) in 
(5) and (6). Therefore, stepwise aperture weightings in both 
radial and angular directions may have to be used [Ill ,  [21]. 
The stepwise approximation wiU alter both the radial and 
angular dependence of the beams and will have influence on 
the sidelobe reduction. However, as the steps become finer 
and the weightings approach the exact ones, the mfluence 
would be smaller [34]. Practical imaging systems applying the 
summation-subtraction method for limited diffraction beams 
will have to compromise between the efficacy of the sidelobe 
~eduction and the system complexity. A detailed study of the 
compromise is found in 1341. 

E. Phase Aberration 

In biomedical imaging, phase aberration could be strong in 
some cases such as breast imagmg if the size of a transducer is 
large [35]. Distortion of beams caused by the phase aberration 
could alter limited diffraction beams from their theoretical 
descriptions and, thus, diminish the sidelobe reduction. 

F. Edge Woves 

Although sidelobes of limited d i c t i o n  beams can be 
reduced by the summation-subtraction method, edge waves 
are not reduced. However, the sidelobes of the edge waves 
are also reduced (this can be seen by doing a log compression 
on the linear gray scale of the images in Figs. 4 and 6). 

Axial pulse-who responses of both limited diffraction beams 
and conventional beams with a point scatterer located on the 
propagation axis are shown in Fig. 9.Itis seen that edge waves 
exist for a l l  beams except for a focused beam at the focus. 
Since the pulse-echo responses of the higher-order lunited 
diffraction beams are zero for a scatterer located on the wave 
axis, the edge waves of the limited diffraction beams shown 
in Fig. 9 are the same before and after the sidelobe reduction. 

The amplitude of the edge waves in Fig. 9 is smaller than 
that of the main pulses. The edge waves will be smaller if 
z / D  < 1, where r and D are the axial distance and the 
diameter of a transducer. Therefore, the total energy of the 
edge waves would be much smaller than that of the main 
pulses. Despite the small total energy, edge waves could be 
a source of artifacts in imaging producing ghost objects or 
lower contrast of small cysts. 

The number of edge waves of X waves is larger than that of 
other beams (see Fig. 91a)). This is because the X waves are 
composed of two back-to-back wnes that have more edges. 
One way to reduce the edge waves is to apodize the edge 
of the transducer ape- L201. However, this will reduce the 
depth of field of the limited diffraction beams and weaken 
their depth-independent lateral beam pmperbes. 
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Fig. 6. Envelopes of Ihe simula~ed I wave pul~-e i .ho  im.~gcs of ihc ohircl in Fig. i is bur axial distances: 50 mm llinl column),, LM) mm (second 
column,, 150 mm (third column). and ?I6 mrn (fourth columal ia the romr ionz as th~l oi Fig. 4. 

G. Frame Rare 

Because three A-lines are needed for the summation- 
subtraction method to reduce sidelobes of Limited d~ffract~on 
pulse-echo systems at each transducer position, the imaging 
frame rate will be reduced to 113. Use of additional higher 
order limited diffraction beams could reduce further the 
sidelobes but lower further the irnaglng Game rate [27], [36]. 
The price paid for the ddelobe reductiotl of the h t e d  
diffraction pulse-echo systems ts similar to that paid for 
increasing the depth of field of conventional focused beams 
that have low ridolobes only at theu focuses. 711e depth of 
field of the conventional beams i q  increased by monta@np 
images cut around several focal lengths, each produced by a 
separate tran'imlt also reducing the imaging frame rate. 

Although sidelobes are reduced or depth of field is increased 
at the expense of imag~ng frame rme, limited diffraction 
pulseecho systems have the fouowtng advantages: First, the 
nonspreading property of limited diffract~on beams is pre- 
sewed after the sidelobe reduction. The limtted difhaction 
pulseecho systems will have a depth-independenl lateral point 
spread function. III addition, the point spread funcuon is 
nondispersive for .Y wave.. This means that th e X  wave 
pulse-echo imaging system has also a depth-independent axlal 
resolution (see Fig. 6). With depth-independent point spread 

SIDELOBE REDUCTION FOR X WAVE TIR 
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function, restoration of Images throughout the depih of field lb) (d) 
Lateral D1sm-s ICenual Wavelenm (O 8 mm) 

could be simplified if the objects imaged do not have strong 
Fig. 7. Merd line plats of LheSwave pulse-echo images of the rightmost 

phase aberration and multiple s~atte1ln8. Second. the main scanerer in Fig. 3 shown in rhc same formal ac that of Fl. 5. 
beamwidth (or focusing property) of the sidelobe-reduced 
lim~ted di€fraotion beams will not depend on $peed of sound of evaluation of materials of different speeds of sound with the 
the rnatenalsimaged [9] ,  1131 although the depth of field of the same imaging system Third. the summation and subtract~on 
beams may be changed. This 1s convenient for nondestructive of A-l~nes could be simpler to do electronically compared to 
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SUBTRACTION OF A-LINES 
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Fig. 8. SubtncdonbeHveen RF A-limes and between envelope A-lines, These 
A-lines 3le o w  from Fig. 4 where the Bessel kams an used in both 
transmit and receive. The aaninl distance for these A-lies $ 150 mm away 
from the surface OI the msducer and the lateral distance is -25 mm ( f in t  
lines on ihe top of the corresponding images). (a) Two RR A-lines oblained 
with the zeroth- (full l i e ]  and monddrder (dotnd line) Bessel beams, (b) 
subWaclion of the two RP A-lines. (c) the envelopes of the RF A-line6 in Panel 
(a). and (d) sublraction or the envelope A-lines. Aher removing the canier 
frequency. the sidelabs are reduced funher after the sublraction. Nole that 
the vertical scales are diffmnt for A-lines before and after the subWaction. 

the montage pmcess although both methods would be subject 
to molion artifacts. After increas~ng the depth of field by 
the montage process, conventional focused beams are still 
diffracting because the size of the focal spot mcreases with 
depth dramatically as the f-number increases. In addition, 
focal lengths of focused beams change with the speed of sound 
of the matenals imaged. 

H. Receive with Conventional Focused Beam 

Limited diffraction beams have a large depth of field but 
have higher sidelobes than conventional focused beams at their 
focuses. Therefore, pulse-echo systems that transmit a limited 
di€fract~on beam and recetve with a conventional focused 
receiver may combine the advantages of both beams. Far 
thjs "hybrid" system, sidelobe reduction with the summation- 
subtraction method is seen in Fig. 10. However, the sidelobe 
reduction may not be as great if point scatter- are randomly 
distribllted in multiple azimuthal angles because the angolar- 

EDGE WAVES ON AXIS (PULSE-ECHO) 

Fig. 9. Axial pulseelm respanses (normali7~d to their maxima) showin% 
edge waves of (a) S wave; (b) Besyel beam. (c) unfocused Gaussian beam. 
and (d) foeused Gaussian beam (f = 100 mm), with apoinr rarlerer located 
on (he wave axis a1 four distanws: 50 ma (full lines), l W  mm (datled lines). 
150 mrn (dashed lines), and 216 mm (long dashed lines). The parametem or 
the S wave and Besscl beam are given in Seclion Ill. The Gaussian beams 
have a fuU width at half maximum (FWlM) of 25 rnm that is the radim 
of ihe transducer. Mge waves exist for oU beams except focused beams at 
their focuses. The axial diFtmce is calculated by mmmhg the speed of sound 
r = 1.6 -i,ts. 

dependent terms of these hybrid systems may nor be removed 
(recall that in the limited diffraction pulse+cho systems, 
rosZ m$ t cosZ m(6 - n/(Zm)) = 1, see (10) and (11)). 

I.  Previous Work 

Similar methods have been used for a ring transducer 1271 
and a hybrid Axicon system 1281 to reduce the s~delobes. 
For the ring transducer. a different approach was used wtuch 
employed a progressive (rotating) phase term. eb(m(*-*o)-Yt), 

(instead of cos m(rb - JIU)e-w' as in (5) and (6)) in transmis- 
sion, and another term of opposite phase, e'(-"("-h)-W'), 

in reception to cancel each other. Since the exponential phase 
terms are realized by delaying signals around the ring, the 
imaging system must be coherent and is not good for broad- 
band applications. Moreover, the Bessel lateral field distribu- 
tions that are required for the sidelobe reduction can only be 
produced in the far field of the ring (the Fraunhofer region 
[29] where the pressure field is proportional to the Fourier 
wansfom of the BanBducer aperture). Therefore, sidelobes can 
only be reduced in the far field. The far field application of 
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SIDELOBE REDUCTION FOR X WAVE (7'j GAUSSIAN (R)  

Rg. LO. Lateral line plos of lhe "hybrid" pulre-eeho images of the dghmost 
win1 scarterer in Plg. 3. where an.Ywnve is used in transmit and a convm 
lional foeused Gaussian beam in receive. The Gaussian beam h a  a full widlh 
at half maximum (FWFIM) of 25 mm at the transducer surface and a focal 
length of 120 mm. The ploa are obtained at lour axial distances: (a) 50 mm, (b) 
120 mm. (cl 150 mm. and (4) 216mm. The vertical wcs of the plots represent 
the maximom of b envelope of each A-line of the rightmost point swtterer. 
The doned lines rcpresenl lhc plots before the sidelobe redudon. The full and 
dashed lines cornspond to ridelobe-reduced imaees obtained fmm subwanion 
with RP and envelope pignrls, re.~pctively. The lateral axes me normalized to 
the cenlnl wavelength of the bems (0.6 mm). The reduction OF ridelobes of 
this "hybrid" pulse-echo systGm will be d i s h e d  if scaneren are randomly 
distributed around lhc beam center because thc angulular-dependent terms of 
the ryslem may not be removed. 

the ring transducer may lower lateral resolution becau* the 
width of the mainlobe of the zeroth-order Bessel function is a 
linear function of the distance to the surface of the transducer 
(for limited diffraction beams, the width of the mainlobe is 
constant in their large depth of field). To Increase the lateral 
resolution, a big ring tranrducer must be used and this could 
cause severe phase abeuation problems in med~cal imaging 
[351 (m [271. a 100-mm diameter m g  was used and objects 
imaged were placed between 200 and 400 mm away from the 
transducer to avoid the near field and the loss of the lateral 
resolution). In addition, energy efficiency of a ring transducer 
is poor since the radiattng area of the transducer iq small. 

For the hybrid Axicon system where an Axicon is used 
to transmit and a focused annular array is used to receive, 
no sidelobe reduction was reported when the system was 
applied to imaging of biological soft tissues [28]. The reasons 
perhaps are the following: Fist,  this system is sirmlar to 
that which transmits with a limited diffraction beam and 

receives with a focused beam as discossed above. Therefore, 
the efficacy of the summation-subtracaon method for sidelobe 
reduction is diminished when objects imaged are made of 
random scatterers such as biological soft tissues (recall that 
cos2 mq5 + cos2 m(q5 - rl(2m)) = 1 is only for systems that 
use limited diffraction beams in both transmit and receive). 
Second, demodulated images 1281 (or envelope) instead of RF 
images were used. No sidelobe reduction will be obtained this 
way even if the Axicon had been used in both transmit and 
receive. In addition, the pressure field distributioo of an Axicon 
in its focal zone is only approximately proportional to the 
Bessel functions whenexcited with a CW signal [37]. Analytic 
expressions similar to (5)  and (6) of the Bessel beams and X 
waves are difficult to obtain for the Axicon. The complexity of 
the pressure field distribution of the Axicon might reduce the 
efficacy of the summatton-subtraction method for its sidelobe 
reduction. 

3. Applications 

The summation-subtraction method for sidelobe reduetion 
of limited diffraction pulse-echo systems rmght have appli- 
cation in medical imagmg. It might increase contrast while 
keeping the high resolution, large depth of field, and depth- 
independent point spread functions of the limited diffraction 
pulse-echo systems. The summation-subtraction method could 
also be applied to biological tissue characterization, where 
thinner beams (smaller sidelobes) with no beam diffracfion are 
desirable. The method could also reduce multiple scatteting 
due to sidelobes in nondestructive evaluation. wMe keep- 
m_e depth-independent resolution (point spread function) and 
material-independent focusing properties. In addition, limited 
diffraction beams with lower sidelobes might have applications 
in other wave-related areas such as electromagnectics [I]-131 
and optics [4]. 

A summation-subtraction methad for reducing sidelobes of 
limited diffraction beams is described. This method was de- 
rived theoretically and verified with computer simulations for 
a finite aperture transducer. The results are very encouraging. 
Around 20 dB of sidelobe reduction is obtained for pulse- 
echo systems at a lateral distance of about 40 wavelengths. 
The reductton of sidelobes are Increased monotonically with 
lateral distance. This method could have applications to medi- 
cal imaging, tissue characterization, nondestructive evaluation 
of materials, as well as other wave-related areas such as 
electromgnetics and opbcs, if movement of objects studied is 
negligible during the period required for acquisition of three 
A-lines. 

VU. APPENDIX A 

We will verify that (see (5)) 

@J- (s) = Jm(ar) cos m(q5 - ~ $ o ) c " ~ " - ~ ~ ) ,  

m=O,1,2,. . .  (A[) 

is an exact solution to the three-dimensional source-free, 
loss-less, and isotropic/homogeneous scalar wave equation in 
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cylindrical coordinates f201 

where 1. = represents a radial coordinate. 4 is an 
azimuthal angle, z represents an axial axis that is perpend~cular 
to the plane defined by T and 4. t is time and @ represents 
acoustic pressure or Hertz potential that is a function of r, 4, 
2, and I .  

Substituting (Al) into (A2). we have 

the right-hand side of (A3) is zero, i.e., (Al) is an exact 
solution of (A2). Similarly, one can prove (6) is also ao exact 
solution of (A2). 

Derivation of a formula for calculating the pulse-echo 
response of any-order BesseI beam or X wave from a point 
scatterer under the Fresnel approximation [291. 

Suppose that a transducer has an aperture of a radius, 
a, located at z = 0 (see Elg. I I), the wave field at a 
spatial point 1% = (so. yo,t) can be calculated with the 
RayleighSommerfeld difiact~on formula 1291 

where the first and second terms represat high and low 
frequency contributions, respectively, 6(io,w) 1s the wave 
field at the spatial point 6 and is the Fourier transform 
of @(FO,l.), 6 (6 ,w)  1s the wave field at a point fi = 
[.c>, yl, 0) (source point) on the surface o i  the transducer 
and is the Fourier transform of if(Fl,t), rl = m, 
dl = tan-' (?)l/xl), X is the wavelength, and rol is the 
dlstance between the field point 6 and the source point F,, 
which is given by 

If we study the field on the plane yo = 0, the distance between 
the source and field pomts will be simpLified (for the Bessel 
beams and X waves, fields on different planes can be obtained 
by rotating the transducer, i.e., changing (60, see (5) and (6)). 
Substituting x1 = rlros bl and yl = ~lsio 41 into @2), we 
have 

With the Fresnel approximation (where TI and xo < 
and this condition is satisfied in our simulations), 

rul in the denominators and phase terms of (B1) can be 
approximated by 

(84) 

and 

respectively. Substituting (B4) and (B5) into (BI), one obtains 

where &(6, w )  = 61(rl,w) cos ~ ~ ( 4 1  - $o) (see ( 5 )  and (6)). 
Since [31] 

(B6) can be rewritten as (note that cog m(41 - $0) = 
eos m41 cos m4o t sin 41 sin c $ ~  and integration of an odd 
function from -?r to 11- is zero) 

r + 2  (xz t t2 )  
a 

cos m$o 1 dl(ri. w)r % k ( ~ : / £ & T z )  

where 

61(~lr W )  = 2?rT(w) J,,,(cu~l) (B9) 

for Bessel beams (see (54 ,  and 

for X waves (see (25) in [20] or (6) in the text). Equation 
(88) can he used for calculating any-order Bessel beams or 
X waves under the Fresnel approximation. It drops a double 
integration in (Bl) to a single one, reducing the computntion 
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COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR SIMSJLATION 

Fig. I I .  Polar coordinate system for the derivation of a formula for calclt- 
laring pulseecho rcspome of Bc~sel beams or X waves of any a r d s  under 
the Fresnel approximation. The wave saurees and Lhe receivers are located aL 
F, = ( ~ ~ . g ~ . l ) ) ,  and the point ficarteren are locaed at Fo = (ro,  0.23- The 
distance between 1% and fi is ral. 
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